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Tim Salau, renowned as Mr. Future of

Work & Workplace of the Future

Visionary, will be a featured speaker at

the Black is Tech 2024 Conference.

HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA, July 31, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tim Salau,

renowned as Mr. Future of Work &

Workplace of the Future Visionary, will

be a featured speaker at the Black is

Tech 2024 Conference, taking place

from August 19-21, 2024, at the Hilton

Americas - Houston, 1600 Lamar St. Houston, TX 77010.

Tim Salau will join an esteemed panel of influential speakers on the main stage on Tuesday,

The future of work is being

shaped by diverse voices

and innovative technologies.

I am honored to be part of a

conversation that

champions inclusivity and

leverages AI to create more

equity.”

Tim Salau

August 20th at 2pm CDT. The panel, titled "People

Emissions: Black in GenAI," will delve into the intersection

of artificial intelligence and diversity in the workplace,

highlighting the unique challenges and opportunities for

Black professionals in the rapidly evolving tech landscape.

Expressing his enthusiasm for the event, Tim Salau shares,

"The future of work is being shaped by diverse voices and

innovative technologies. I am honored to be part of a

conversation that champions inclusivity and leverages AI to

create more equitable workplaces."

Guide, a leading talent experience platform, proudly supports this event. Guide is committed to

fostering inclusive social identities, diversity, and multiculturalism, hiring talent that embodies

these values from around the globe. This dedication to diversity aligns seamlessly with the

mission of the Black is Tech Conference, making Tim Salau's participation particularly impactful.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mrfow/
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Attendees will have the opportunity to

engage with thought leaders like Tim

Salau, gain insights into the future of

work, and explore how AI can be

leveraged to create more inclusive and

dynamic workplaces.

In celebration of this significant event,

Guide is offering an exclusive

opportunity for three guests to receive

free complimentary tickets. Interested

participants can register here.

Additionally, other guests can enjoy a

20% discount on all tickets by using the

code "TIMS20" at the point of

purchase.

Join us at the Black is Tech 2024

Conference to hear Tim Salau and

other industry leaders discuss the

future of work and the pivotal role of

diversity in the tech industry. For more

information about the event and to

secure your tickets, visit the Black is

Tech website.

About Guide

Based in Houston, Texas, Guide is a

premier talent experience platform

dedicated to helping organizations

propel talent with the skills, mindset,

and opportunities for a fulfilling career

by improving how they onboard, train,

engage, and transition their talent.

Known for its innovative approach,

Guide is committed to empowering clients to build the workplace of the future. For more

information, visit Guide’s website.
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